Respondent-driven sampling (RDS) is a procedure to sample from hard-to-reach populations. It has been widely used in several countries, especially in the monitoring of HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted infections. Hard-to-reach populations have had a key role in the dynamics of such epidemics and must inform evidence-based initiatives aiming to curb their spread. In this paper, we present a simple test for network dependence for a binary response variable. We estimate the prevalence of the response variable. We also propose a binary regression model taking into account the RDS structure which is included in the model through a latent random effect with a correlation structure. The proposed model is illustrated in a RDS study for HIV and Syphilis in men who have sex with men implemented in Campinas (Brazil).
Introduction
Respondent-driven Sampling, RDS, was originally formulated by Heckathorn [1] as comprising a first-order Markovian process, supposed to reach equilibrium after a given number of waves (originally estimated as six). It is a sampling scheme used to access hardto-reach populations, e.g. heavy drug users [2] . RDS has been widely used in several countries and well-known public health institutes [3] .
More recent developments understand RDS as a Markov Chain Monte Carlo, formally defined by [4] and later used by the authors in a comprehensive series of simulations [5] .
An alternative perspective, to be fully developed yet, understands the networks obtained by RDS as a branching process that violates the basic assumptions of Markovian processes [6] and propose the use of stochastic context-free grammars to analyze databases generated by RDS.
Whatever the alternative to be taken in the analysis of RDS-based data, there is nowadays a consensus that RDS constitutes a powerful strategy to assess hard-to-reach population, such as crack users, for whom RDS generates samples which are substantially different from those based on institutional random samples [7] . In the same way, some biases traditionally associated with chain-referral samples, such as those secondary to the role of the so-called "super-recruiters", whose very existence it is blocked by the establishment of a priori recruiting quotas in the context of RDS studies [8] .
In order to learn about the prevalence of specific characteristic of the population different estimators have been developed for RDS [1, [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, there is little research on estimating risk factors for hard-to-reach population taking into account the RDS approach. In this paper, we propose a strategy for carrying out regression analysis for RDS data.
Methods

Respondent-driven sampling
Heckathorn [1] proposed the use of a snowball sampling method [13] to sample from hard-to-reach populations. The proposed sampling scheme is called Respondent driven sampling, or simply RDS. In a snowball sampling, the data are collected according to a chain-link recruitment process where few participants, called seeds, are chosen from the population of study, these participants are asked to recruit future participants of the same population group, which will be asked to recruit future participants of the same population, and so on. This process forms a network of recruits. In a respondent-driven sampling, the participants also provide information about their personal network size and each individual has a unique number or code allowing us to connect recruiters and participants.
In general, we are interested in some quantities (or variables) associated with each participant of the sample. These quantities may be influenced by the interaction among the participants. We call this association as network dependence. In this sense, the variance within a recruiter-recruitee dyad (pair) tend to be different (more likely to be less pronounced) than the variance between two interviewees not connected by a given referral link. [14] .
If a quantity of interest is a categorical variable, then it is possible to built a contingency table with the recruiter values in the columns and the participant values in the rows. If there is some dependence between the status of the quantity for the recruiters and the status of the quantity for the participant, then it may suggest a network dependence. Therefore, a Pearson χ 2 independence test for contingency tables can be used for checking evidence of network dependence.
RDS estimators
Suppose we are interested in a characteristic A which can be observed or not in each individuals. The simplest estimator of the prevalence of the characteristic A, θ A , is the naive estimator given byθ
where n is the sample size, n A = n i=1 1I A (i) and 1I A (i) is an indicator function where 1I A (i) = 1 if the individual i presents the characteristic A and 1I A (i) = 0 otherwise. If the sample size is big and independence among individuals is a reasonable assumption, then the 95% confidence interval is (θ
However, the independence assumption may be a strong assumption for respondent-driven sampling data.
An estimator that takes into account the network structure was proposed [1] , it is called RDS I. The RDS I estimator was improved by Volz and Heckathorn [11] . The estimator is called RDS II, and it is given by the followinĝ
where δ i is called the degree, and it is defined by the number of 'friends from the same population that participant i declares to have. The authors provide an estimator for the variance of (2). The authors also provide a simulation study showing that the confidence intervals built using the RDS II estimator are better, in terms of average coverage probability, than the confidence intervals built with the naive estimator. Recently, another estimator has been developed called RDS III, [12] . However, this estimator is not explored in this paper.
Binary regression
Let Y i be a variable representing a characteristic of interest of the i-th individual interviewed in a respondent-driven sample, where Y i = 1 if the characteristic of interest is observed on individual i, and Y i = 0 otherwise for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Risk factors can be incorporated in a binary regression model as the following
where x i is a vector of possible risk factors, β are the risk effects and g(·) is a link function. If the link function is the logit function, g(z) = logit(z) = log(z/(1 − z)), then the regression is called logistic regression. However, the model (3) is valid only when the characteristic of interest is independent among the individuals in a RDS study. This is only valid when there is no network dependence.
If the contact network is known, then a latent term can be included in the logistic model where the network structure will be taken into account. This is done using a latent Gaussian Markov random field, i.e.
where ω i is a latent effect of the network structure. The latent effects are modeled using the following conditional auto-regressive model, CAR, proposed by [15] ,
n i is the number of contacts of individual i (number of connections), i ∼ j means the set of individuals connected to i, τ is a precision hyper-parameter and d is a diagonal parameter. In order to complete the model we set vague priors for β, τ and d.
The model (4) is a well-known model in Bayesian spatial statistics, where neighborhood regions are considered as connections [16] . The inference is based on the marginal posterior distributions of each parameter. These posterior marginal distributions are obtained using the integrated nested Laplace approximation, INLA, [17] . Model comparison is done by using the deviance information criterion, DIC, [18] .
3 Application: HIV and Syphilis of MSM population in Campinas, Brazil
The RDS study carried out by de Mello et al. (2008) [19] was the first large RDS study implemented in Brazil in a single location (Campinas, Sao Paulo state). This study was part of a comprehensive initiative launched by Horizons-USAID aiming to better assess the HIV/AIDS epidemic among gay men, worldwide, using new methods targeting hardto-reach populations [20] . The study comprised 658 men who have sex with men (MSM) and was preceded by a comprehensive formative study. The inclusion criteria for a participant are (i) born male; (ii) had anal or oral sex with another man or transvestite in the past six months; (iii) 14 years of age or older; (iv) reside in Metropolitan area of Campinas. Participants were compensated for enrolling in the study and for each eligible man they successfully recruited into the study. The maximum number of referrals was 3. Some recruitment waves were exceedingly long, comprising over 20 successive recruitment waves. In this sense, according to the RDS original formulations, equilibrium should be reached. Figure  1 presents the observed network in the Campinas RDS study. The initial recruitment started with 10 seeds. Seven additional seeds were added 4-6 months after the study started due to slow recruitment. Another six seeds were added (eight months after the study started). Additionally, seven potential participants who arrived after the 10th month at the study site without a coupon were treated as seeds. Subsequent, larger, Brazilian studies, were conceived as multicity studies. As such, they deal with a pool of local networks instead of a single, larger network. The continental size of Brazil, besides its pronounced geographic and social heterogeneity makes the analysis of such pooled data and respective weighting a formidable challenge. As shown by a former paper by our research group [21] , even considering a single city (Rio de Janeiro) belonging to this multicity study (which comprised 10 cities all over the country, as of 2009-2010), we made evident structural bottlenecks (secondary to structural violence affecting Rio de Janeiro's drug scenes, [22] ) that hampered the very progress of the recruiting process. A posterior analysis of the geographic dimensions of another RDS-based study, carried out in Uganda's villages [23], did not confirm our findings, much probably due to the striking social, geographic and demographic differences between Uganda's villages and the violence-laden large metropolitan scenes where the Rio de Janeiro's study took place.
Whatever the underlying reasons associated with these and other discrepancies, we chose here to profit from a one-site large study with gay men. Although homophobic crimes and other sexual identity and racial-driven crimes do unfortunately exist in Brazil (as described by the participants themselves; [19] ), the gay scene in Campinas (as well in other major Brazilian urban areas) can be defined as an open scene, not affected by the same structural bottlenecks disrupting Rio de Janeiro drug scenes to the point of making some of them impervious to different attempts of researchers and health professionals to work in partnership with local leaderships and native outreach workers.
On a side note, one must observe that the first RDS (and to the best of our knowledge, so far, only one) simulation study on the accuracy of RDS I estimator was parametrized after the same data from de Mello's study [24] . Table 2 is a contingency table of the syphilis serostatus for the participants and its recruiters. The Pearson χ 2 independence test rejects the independence null hypothesis, p-value = 0.0014, suggesting there is evidence of network dependence for syphilis serostatus. Therefore, we have some evidence that we should include the network structure to estimate the prevalence and to find risk factors associated with HIV and syphilis for the MSM population in Campinas. Table 3 provides the estimated prevalences using the naive estimator (1) and the RDS II estimator (2), and their correspondent 95% confidence interval. Since there is some evidence on network dependence for HIV and syphilis serostatus, the estimated prevalences that should be considered are those using the RDS estimator, i.e 7.1% (4.7; 9.6) for HIV and 9.4% (1.5; 17.4) for syphilis.
Testing the network dependence and estimating prevalences
Regression analysis
In order to obtain risk factor for HIV and syphilis serostatus, we use a binary regression model with logistic link function. Hence, we have two different models: the usual logistic regression (3), LogReg, and the logistic regression with latent network effect (4), NetLogReg.
The results for HIV serostatus are summarized in Table 4 . The DIC suggests that the logistic regression with latent network effect is better, which agrees with the fact that there is some evidence of a network dependence in this data. Although we estimated the regression coefficients, the results are interpreted as odds ratios (OR). Participants that received any educational material in the past 12 months are three times the odds of having HIV (OR=3.03, 95%CI 1.21-8.42) compared to those who did not received any educational material. Participants older than 25 years are four times the odds of having HIV (OR=4.11, 95%CI 1.68-10.62) compared to those younger than 25 years. Participants with no more than high school degree had almost three times the odds of having HIV (OR=2.91, 95%CI 1.04-9.22) than those participants with at least college education. Participants who did not engage UIAI (unprotected insertive anal intercourse) in the last two months had 2.7 times the odds of having HIV (OR=2.70, 95%CI 1.08-7.46) than those participants who engaged UIAI in the last two months.
The results for Syphilis serostatus are summarized in Table 5 . The DIC suggests that there is no significant difference between the two models. This seems to contradict the dependence test, however due to missingness, the sample size had to be reduced 658 to 545 participants. This reduction on the sample size removed several social observed connections leading to a weaker network dependency. Therefore, for this sample, the usual logistic regression was chosen to described the factors related to syphilis serostatus.
Participants that declared themselves transvestite had 2.49 times the odds of having syphilis (OR=2.49, 95%CI 1.03-5.77) compared to those who declared themselves men. Participants older than 25 years had 2.93 times the odds of having syphilis (OR=2.93, 95%CI 1.54-5.73) compare to those younger than 25 years. Participants that live in Campinas city had 2.48 times the odds of having syphilis (OR=2.48, 95%CI 1.02-6.81) compared to those who live in other cities. Participants who consider themselves sex workers had four times the odds of having syphilis (OR=2.97, 95%CI 1.63-9.51) than those whose not consider themselves as sex worker. Participants who had any sexually transmitted infection (STI) symptom in the past year had three times the odds of having syphilis (OR=3.02, 95%CI 1.62-5.65) compared to those participants that did not have any symptom of STI in the past year.
Discussion
In this paper, we present a strategy to model binary response variables from respondentdriven sampling data. Firstly, the network dependence of the response variable should be tested, we propose to test the dependence by building a contingency table with the quantity of interest of the recruiters and the participants and run an independence test. If there is any evidence of network dependence of the response variable, we suggest using the RDS II estimator rather than the naive estimator to estimate the prevalence of the quantity of interest. The binary regression model with latent effects can be an alternative to regression models for RDS data that ignore the network structure.
We observed that there is some evidence on network dependence for HIV and syphilis serostatus. Using the RDS II estimator the prevalences are 7.1% (4.7; 9.6) for HIV and 9.4% (1.5; 17.4) for syphilis.
There are some issues that still need to be addressed. The RDS II estimator relies on the sampling-with-replacement assumption, and the biases introduced due to sampling without-replacement are unknown. Volz and Heckathorn (2008) [11] discuss this and some other issues related to the use of the RDS II estimator on practice. Another important issues not tackled in this paper are the missing data. When there are some missing information the observations with missing were removed and the observed network was broken. Therefore, imputation methods for network data are needed.
The binary regression with the latent network effect assumes that the observed network contains all the information about the social network. However, the network observed from respondent-driven sampling data is incomplete. This is due to the limited number of friends each person can bring and also the fact that the each individual cannot participate more than once in the study. Hence, for future research, we intend to reconstruct the social network of the sample using the degree information and other explanatory variables, and given the estimated social network we could directly apply model (4). Tables   Table 1. HIV serostatus for the participants and its recruiters.
Recruiter Participant Negative Positive
Negative 478 27 Positive 33 10 Table 4 . Estimated effects and 95% credible intervals for the logistic regression (LogReg) and logistic regression with network structure (NetLogReg) with HIV serostatus as response variable Table 5 . Estimated effects and 95% credible intervals for the logistic regression (LogReg) and logistic regression with network structure (NetLogReg) with Syphilis serostatus as response variable.
